NEW INFUSION SERIES®
ICB & ICB TWIN
BREWING & CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
BREWING

STEP 1

Begin each brew cycle
with a clean, empty Smart
Funnel®and server. Insert a
BUNN® filter into the funnel.

STEP 2

Pour a packet or grind fresh
coffee into the filter. Level
the bed of grounds by gently
shaking. Slide the loaded brew
funnel into the funnel rails
until it stops.

STEP 3

Make sure the ENABLE BREW
switch is ON. Press the switch
of the desired batch size.
Press the Brew Switch (A, B,
or C) assigned to the desired
product/recipe.

STEP 5
Fresh coffee is available and
ready to be dispensed from
the TF Server or Airpot.
Ready the TF Server or Airpot by ensuring the server
is empty and clean before
positioning under the Smart
Funnel for the next batch
brew cycle.

STEP 4

STEP 5

Use a clean damp cloth rinsed
in any mild nonabrasive , liquid detergent to wipe down
the sprayhead panel.

Use a clean damp cloth rinsed
in any mild nonabrasive ,
liquid detergent to clean all
surfaces on Bunn-O-Matic®
equipment.

Do not Place Funnel in Dishwasher.

CLEANING - BREWER

STEP 1

STEP 4
When the coffee no longer
drips from the funnel tip and
funnel lock retracts, carefully
remove the Smart Funnel and
discard the used grounds.
Thoroughly clean and rinse
the Smart Funnel to be ready
for next brew cycle.

STEP 2

Remove Smart Funnel. Un- Once the Peak Extraction
screw the Peak ExtractionTM sprayhead is removed, set
sprayhead.
aside to be cleaned.
Underside View: CounterClockwise/Turn Left

STEP 3
Insert the sprayhead cleaning
tool into the Sprayheadand
By-pass outlet fitting, rotate
several times to remove any
mineral deposits from the
fitting.

STEP 6

STEP 7

STEP 8

STEP 9

STEP 10

Grab the Peak Extraction
sprayhead that was set aside
earlier and separate apart by
removing the black sprayhead
seal.

Prepare a warm soapy solution (140° F). Submerge all the
separated sprayhead parts in
the soapy solution.

Wash all individual sprayhead
parts. Ensure all sprayhead
holes are fully open and
clear of any product residue
or mineral deposit build-up.

After washing the sprayhead
parts, thoroughly rinse the
parts with clean water.

Reassemble the Peak Extraction sprayhead and screw
onto the threaded outlet
fitting.
Underside View: Clockwise/
Turn Right
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